WHAT IS POSITIONAL TORTURE?

Positional torture refers to a type of torture where the victim is forced to remain in a fixed position for an extended period of time varying from minutes to hours or even days (1). The positions may consist of standing on the toes, standing with arms stretched out or they can be unnatural or contorted positions. Victims of positional torture hold the positions out of fear of the consequences of disobedience, or are physically bound into the position with ropes, straps or handcuffs (1,2). Positional torture leaves little, if any, visible evidence of injury despite subsequent chronic pain and potential disability (3,4). Positional torture is sometimes called ‘stress positions’ (5).

The UN Committee Against Torture broadly views stress positions as being contrary to the Convention Against Torture (6). The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture lists “positional abuse when handcuffed or bound” as a method of torture (7,8). Further, the Nelson Mandela Rules stipulate that restraints (sometimes used in positional torture) are not to be used for disciplinary purposes (Rule 43-2) and specify strict conditions to be fulfilled if restraints are to be used for non-disciplinary purposes (Rule 47(2)) (9).

IN PRACTICE

Positional torture was documented since 1900 as used by the British in the Middle East, the British Isles and Northern Ireland up to 1975 (1). In modern times, positional torture was documented worldwide including in Latin America such as in Chile (4), in the Middle East such as in Saudi Arabia and Israel (1,10,11) and in Southern Europe such as in Spain where a study from 2016 examining 45 ex-detainees found that 80% had been victims of positional torture (12).

Common positions include placing individuals in constrained spaces such as cages or bags where the victim cannot stand up or lay down straight. A positional torture technique allegedly used in Israel is the Shabah, where the victim is handcuffed to a small chair with short front legs. The lower part of the body will then consequently always slide downwards, preventing the body and mind from sleep and rest (1). A well-publicized example of positional torture took place in Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq by US forces where prisoners were blindfolded and ordered to stand while balancing on boxes. The victims were threatened with electric torture if they lost balance (1,13).

HEALTH CONSEQUENCES

All positional torture is directed towards tendons, joints and muscles (3). Prevention of movement and continuous muscle activity may lead to discomfort and severe pain in the muscles. Pooling of blood in the lower parts of the body may lead to tissue swelling, numbness and the formation of blood clots in the acute stage (14).

Depending on the specific position, long-term complaints often consist of pain, most commonly in the back, hands and cervical area, limitation of joint movement, and swelling of the lower legs (3). A study examining 18 torture victims from the Middle East showed that of the 5 who had been subjected to positional torture by placement into very small cells or boxes, 4 experienced back pain and nerve damage leading to segmentary loss of normal sensibility and neuropathic pain (disruption to normal sensory function and pain in area covered by damaged nerve). Two had intervertebral disc herniation (slipped disc) (15).

CONCLUSION

Positional torture can encompass a broad array of positions each leading to different sequelae all of which can lead to serious physical and psychological consequences. There is a need for capacity building of medical professionals to improve identification and treatment of victims of positional torture especially given the fact that it may not leave visible marks on the body. More research with data across geographical areas is needed to better understand the effects, variations and prevalence of positional torture.
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